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Patented Jan. 31, 1933 

UNITED STATES 
BENJAm Lewis, or wooDSIDE, 

1896,004 

PATENT OFFICE 
AND WALTER JOSEPE, or LoNG Isi AND CITY, 
New York . 

PIPE OLEANEB 
Application filed January 28, 1931. Serial No. 511,884. . 

This invention relates to pipe cleaners, and 
the principal object is to provide a novel 
and improved pipe cleaner over that shown 
and described in U. S. Letters Patent No. 

S 1078,253. . 
While the present invention is especially 

adapted for cleaning pipes leading from beer 
barrels to the faucets, it is equally applicable 
for cleaning pipes of soda water fountains, 

10 boilers or any other E. which may be 
coupled in pairs; and thus the present inven 
tion has the same general fields of utility as 
the patented structure just referred to, but 
with additional possible utilizations, and, in 

is practically every case, with marked advan 
tages, as will appear hereinafter. 

According to said patent, a device is pro 
vided which may be readily connected with 
two faucets or other openings from two pipes 
the ends of which may be coupled together, 
such device including means for then forc 
ing a cleaning solution through the pipes first 
in one direction and then in the opposite di 
rection. It has been found exceedingly diffi 

25 cult to maintain said solution exactly as pre 
determined, and to employ said solution as 
required in various situations, in a combina 
tion like that of the patented device, wherein 
a pair of inspection and fluid guiding cylin 
ders are present in such relation to a valve 
and its associated solution-propelling means 
that the solution has to be placed initially 
in one or the other of said cylinders. One 
of the chief operating troubles encountered 
is that if it is, the pipe opposite the other 
cylinder than the one appointed for the first 
introduction of the solution which is the 
dirtier and hence to be principally or solely 
treated by surging the solution therethrough 

40 back and forth, the solution must make a 
substantially complete circuit, that is, trav 
erse both cylinders and both pipes, in every 
case, even where only one pipe is desired to . 
be cleaned and is the pipe coupled to the other. 
cylinder. . . ... • 

Therefore, it is an important object of the 
invention to provide an arrangement to obvi 

late the difficulty just mentioned; and an ar 
rangement which, preferably, is able to be 

manner is made easier and sure 

operated by the selective use. of compressed W 

air and water, the air merely to drive the 
Solution first in one direction and then in the 
other through the pipe or pipes to be cleaned, 
and the water to further dilute the solution, or 
further dilute the same while driving the so- C3 
lution in a desired direction through such 
pipe or pipes with the air and water, alone or jointly, employed in any sequence desired, 
to clean out the device of residual solution 
after a pipe cleaning operation. 
Another important object of the invention 

is to provide an improved construction for 
the cylinder assembly, wherein the number 
of coupling elements between the end-plates 
of the cylinders and the side walls thereof, 
which latter are preferably cylindrical glass 
tubes as in the patent aforesaid, is materially 
reduced, and wherein also the work of assem 
bling the cylinders in the proper fluid-tight 

70 
Other objects and advantages of the inven 

tion will be hereinafter specifically pointed 
out, or will become apparent, as the specifi 
cation proceeds. 
With the above indicated objects in view, is 

the invention resides in certain novel con 
structions and combinations and arrange 
ments of parts, clearly described in the fol 
lowing specification and fully illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, which show an 
embodiment of the invention as at present preferred. 

In said drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a pipe cleaner 

constructed in accordance with ourinvention, 
and shown in connection with two beer pipes; 

Fig. 2 is, on an enlarged scale, an endele. 
vation of the cleaner, partially broken away 
and partially in section; 

Fig. 3, also partially broken away and 
partially in section, is a top plan view of 
the parts shown in Fig. 2; . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal vertical section, 
taken on substantially the line 4-4 of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a horizontal section, taken on sub 
stantially the line 5-5 of Fig. 2; and 

s 6 is a transverse vertical section, taken 
on substantially the line 6-6 of Fig. 5. 
In carrying out our invention, we employ 

two cylinders 10 and 11, preferably formed 100 
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from glass, and closed at their rear ends by 
identical metal caps 10' and 11. These caps 
are joined by an integral cross-rib 12, and 
the general structure thereby established has 
a pair of supporting legs 13. 
Opening through the plates 10' and 11’ into 

the respective cylinders, are integral, thread 
ed nipples 14 and 15; the threads of these 
nipples taking manually removable nuts 16, 
whereby there may be readily detachably se 
cured in place a pair of hose nipples 17, which 
latter nipples may be connected by flexible 
tubes 18 and 19 with faucets 20 and 21. 

In illustrating our invention, we have 
shown the device in connection with beer 
pipes, the faucet 20 being connected with 
one end of a refrigerating coil 22 which ex 
tends to, a barrel 23, and the other faucet 21 
being connected to a refrigerating coil 24 
leading to a barrel 25. 
The front ends of the cylinders 10 and 11 

are closed by a structure 26 including inte 
grally, a pair of caps 27 for the front cylinder 
ends, and a cruciform valve structure com 
prising a main boss constituting a valve cas 
ing 28 for a valve 29, a drain port 30, a con 
nection 31, to cylinder 10, a connection 32 to 
cylinder 11, and a feeder connection 33. 

This feeder connection is immediately be 
low and in communication with a solution re 
ceiving auxiliary tank34, having a removable 
cap 34a, and carrying, in addition to its 

35 

bottom nipple 34b which screws down into 
valve casing 28 to line up the bore of said. 
nipple and the bore of the feeder connection 
33 as shown best in Fig. 4, a pair of upper, 
oppositely directed, sidewisely extended 
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threaded nipples 34d and 34d. The nipple 
34d has screwed thereon a faucet 35, which 
faucet carries a threaded nipple 36. The 
threads of the nipples 34c and 36 take man 
ually removable nuts 37, whereby there may 
be readily detachably secured in place a pair 
of hose nipples 38 and 38. The nipple 38 is 
internally threaded, and has screwed therein, 
as shown in Fig. 2, an air-cock 39 provided 
with a hose nipple 39'. 
To the nipple 38 is connected a hose 40 to 

a suitable source of water supply, and to 
the nipple 39 is connected a hose 41 leading 
to a suitable source of compressed air. . 

Reverting to the details of construction of 
the cruciform valve structure formed inte 
grally as above described with the front cyl 
inder caps 27, this structure, it will be ob 
served, is easily and quickly opened u 
all parts, by disassembling the associated fit 
ments, partially or completely, for cleaning, 
whenever desired; each of the two connections 
31 and 32 (Fig. 5) having removable screw 
plugs 40 at their outer ends, the drain con 
nection 30 leading to a threadedly connected 

65 

and readily detachable drain spóut 41, the 
valve 29, itself being readily removable by 
pulling forwardly on its handle 29a follow 

in. 
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ing removal of a single nut 295, and the aux 
iliary tank 34 being disengageable at its nip 
ple 34b from the feeder connection 33. 
The manner of assembly of the front struc 

ture 26 including the caps 27, with the rear 
plates or caps 10 and 11, to lock therebe 
tween the glass cylinders 10 and 11, is also of 
extreme simplicity and reliablity. Accord 
ing to the patented structure aforesaid, a 
number of exterior tie bolts are employed, 
running lengthwisely of the cylinders but ex 
terior thereto, this due to the fact that the 
filling-plug for the cylinderin which as afore 
said the cleaning solution is inserted, is lo 
cated in one of the end plates or caps for that 
cylinder. These exterior tie rods have been 
found very difficult to tighten up evenly. In 
the structure of the present invention, it will 
be noted that only a single tie rod 42 is used 
for each cylinder, this rod extending inside 
the cylinder and axially thereof. As shown 
best in Figs. 4 and 5, each such rod is really 
only a very large or rather long bolt having 
a head 42d and having a threaded inner end 
to be screwed up into an internally threaded 
boss 26 on the rear of said structure 26 and 
located centrally of the appropriate front 
cylinder cap 27. This construction, as pro 
vided preferably with gaskets as shown at 43 
in Fig. 4 and at 44 in Fig. 5, permits instanta 
neous tightening up of but a single bolt, 
thereby to surely and safely and easily close 
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each cylinder in the desired fluid tight man 
e. The importance of this improvement will 

be immediately appreciated, it being noted, 
and more fully explained hereinafter, that 
the cleaning solution is never directly insert 
ed in either one of the cylinders 10 and 11, 
but, instead, is always deposited, preparatory 
to a use of the device, in auxiliary tank.84, simply as a result of temporarily removing 
the cap 34a. The front structure 26 has a pair of legs 
45, which, combine with the legs 13 on the 
rear structure to suitably space the device on 

10C 

0. 

and above any suitable support 45, in co 
action with the rods 42 which rigidify the device longitudinally, -thus providing a 
much lighter and a more satisfactory device. 
throughout. 
The valve 29, as shown best in Fig. 6, is 

adapted to be thrown to either one of two 
positions; to open a passage from the tank 
34 to the cylinder 10, meanwhile connecting 
the cylinder 11 with the drain spout 41, and 
to open a passage from the tank 34 to the 
cylinder 11, meanwhile connecting the cylin 
der 10 to said spout. Preparatory to cleaning the pipes air may 
be forced through the coils so as to drive 
tacles 23 and 25, and then the ends 22' and 
24 of the coils 22 and 24 will be discon 
nected from the respective barrels and cou 
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the contents back into the barrels or recep 
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p together as shown in broken lines in ig. 1. 
suitable cleaning solution will then be 

placed in the tank 34 and the valve 29 will be 
5 turned to connect the tank with the particu 
lar cylinder 10 or 11 which leads directly 
to the coil 22 or 24 needing cleaning most of 
through which for any reason it is desired 
first to send the cleaning solution. If the 

10 cleaning solution is of the right strength, it 
may be sent around the circuit in the direc 
tion just indicated by compressed air, on 
properly opening the cock 39. If it is de 
sired to dilute the solution incident to such 

is travel, water may be employed as the sole 
or partial propulsion fluid, byproperly open 
ing the faucet 35 or said faucet and the cock 
39. The situation may always, be checked visually through the glass cylinder or yi. 
ders. If only one coil is to be cleaned, or 
cleaned first because the dirtier, the fluid 
is sent through that cylinder and its connect 
ed coil, back and forth, as many times as . 
necessary; the direction of fluid flow being 
reversed, after complete passage in the pre 
vious direction either through the coil being 
now specially cleaned or through both coils, 
as the particular situation requires. Such 
reversal is accomplished by reversing the 
valve 29 as shown in Fig. 6 from the position 
there illustrated in full lines to that shown 
in broken lines, or vice versa. When the 
coil or coils being treated are EEE cleansed, the water supply may be shut off, 
if water is then being employed, and air ad 
mitted so as to drive the solution out of the 
coils. . When desired, air and water may be 
alternately admitted so as to aerate the clean 
ing solution and assist in its action. With 
the cleaning solution in the auxiliary tank 
provided by the present invention, the solu 
tion can be sent direct to either cylinder, at 
will, so that cleaning the coils may be had 
from either end of the circuit; thus avoiding 
any necessity to lose the strength of the solu 
tion, as in a coil not particularly needing 
cleaning at the time, because of having to 
send the solution around the entire circuit 
following from the fact that the solution 
originally has to be placed in the apparatus 
by direct and initial deposit in one cylinder 
or the other. 
We claim: - . . . 

A device for the purpose indicated.com prising a duality of transparent walled cyl 
inders, a valve carrying head in communica 
tion with said cylinders, a two-way valve in 
said head, the latter having a discharge spout and the valve being Yi to place either 
cylinder in communication with said dis 

- charge spout, and a cleaning fluid container 
surmounting said cylinders and in communi 
cation at its lower end with said head, said 
valve placing said container in communica 
tion with either cylinder when the opposite 
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cylinder is in communication with the dis 
charge spout, said container. having air and fluid supply connections adjacent its upper 
end and said cylinders having nipples at the 
ends remote from said head for connection to 70 
circulating pipes to be cleaned. 
In testimony whereof we hereby affix our signatures. 

BENJAMIN LEWIS. 
WALTER JOSEPH. 75 . 
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